HUBB Geolocation
Reporting Strategies
Planning ahead and leveraging GIS can help you unlock
opportunities well beyond HUBB reporting.

Beyond the FCC’s New HUBB Reporting
With the FCC’s postponement of the HUBB updates, now is the
time to devise a long-term, sustainable solution for both reporting, but also colleting data that will help your business.
FCC Geocoding Overview
With the rollout of the A-CAM offers came the requirement of uploading recently upgraded customer
locations, in a geocode format to the HUBB reporting platform.
Recently the FCC delayed their HUBB reporting requirement for broadband build-outs – delaying it
essentially a year. While this may be frustrating, there may be a silver lining.
This delay will allow providers to build internal processes that not only will provide better data to
the report, but can also provide some operational efficiency, and customer support improvement
opportunities well beyond just meeting the FCC requirements - opportunities that we may not realize
for years.
Traditional Telecom BSS/OSS and Mapping systems have yet to fully leverage the power of GIS,
all while the energy industry and government have fully embraced GIS to manage their facilities,
customer data, customer experience improvements, and plant build-out planning.

Challenges
The FCC’s HUBB reporting requires that 6 figure location data be provided for all newly built/upgraded
broadband customers. Since many telecom BSS/OSS systems rely only on 911 addressing, the required
HUBB data is not readily available.
Getting the X/Y coordinate details can be done in a few ways, but all come with tradeoffs between
time, cost, and quality. But most importantly, it’s important to consider the long-term value of this
data... well beyond meeting the baseline reporting requirement.
The FCC HUBB reporting platform allows for relatively modest location data… merely geocoding off of
addresses will suffice for now, however, down the road this will not likely be allowable, and further, this
simplified data will provide limited value for your internal operations down the road.

GIS Brings Opportunites to Telcos
It’s hard to imagine all the things we’ll be using GIS for in the
future. It’s certain it will play a huge role in daily operations.
Considerations
While simple geocoding from 911 addresses might appear as a simple way to be compliant with the
reporting requirements, it could cause some real challenges moving forward.
Here’s why:
• The FCC will require increased accuracy in the future – their preferred location coordinates will
likely be the minimum standard in the future. Not providing the high-level accuracy now, will likely
require rework to get the data that’s required. This results in:
• Increased costs
• Increased time commitments
• Not being able to leverage this location data beyond this report – these opportunities are vast
The challenge of course if finding the man power and expertise in collecting, reporting, keeping, and
updating this data.

Solution
Leveraging GIS to first comply with the HUBB
reporting, but have a plan in place to leverage that
data going forward. From reporting, to network
management, operations management, sales and
marketing, customer service, tech support, outage
management and more, it will become clear soon,
that beginning down the path of a fully integrated
GIS system now was the right choice.
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GIS easily combines a multitude of inputs
to create a wide variety of outputs for all
parts of the organization.

1. Getting started
• Leverage internal or external GIS
partners
• Leverage public address data in
combination with network records to ensure that all locations and the available speeds are
accurately placed
• GIS output data should be provided in the proper HUBB format
2. Ongoing
• Update all new build out records within GIS – even better is to require your engineering
company to design all plant build outs within GIS, and ensure that inspection or installation
crews are collecting precise location data as new drops are plowed

GIS Brings Opportunites to Telcos
Customer experience needs to drive how we provide services.
Faster delivery is the new baseline standard.
•

•

The flexibility of GIS allows for
output into many formats, which
makes it the ideal system to build
and manage data - outputs to
CAD, Shapefiles, PDF, Imagery,
Databases, Spreadsheets, and more
are easily done... but the powerful
functionality always remains in the
GIS system
Use this collected data for
reporting plus:
• Internal use: Plant records,
CSRs, Management teams,
Technicians, Marketers and more
• Externally: real-time updates to
interactive website maps showing
customers highly accurate
locations that are ready for install

End users using the web map can easily see
which services are available at their location,
one click allows them to order online.

The Fun Stuff
Just from a customer engagement perspective, the power of GIS is clear. Within minutes you can
highlilght an area of your current construction, and then push that map to your website, then social
media to create engagement, and excitement around your new builds.
Then, quickly connecting these customers becomes a reality, which again improves customer
experience. With the ability for customers to see when and where services area available, you can
move them through the sales funnel faster.
Internal and extermal maps are updated in real time - this instant response is what customers have
come to expect from all of the products and services they purchase.

Our Mission: More Rural Broadband
Who We are
CNS provides rural telcos and broadband providers access to high-quality, telecom-specific resources
to better compete. We act as your virtual team, in tune with your staff to fill in the gaps wherever and
whenever needed.
By working as a team, we can share strategies while minimizing costs, giving you serious talent at very
affordable rates.

Services We Provide
Professional Services
GIS Solutions, OSP Network Engineering, Network consulting, Marketing Management, HR Business
Partner solutions, Video Product Management, and Graphic Design services are provided by a highly
experienced team with substantial telecom experience.

Transport Network
Wholesale IP and TDM transport with 100% diverse routes and ring protected using the latest
generation of ROADM, MPLS and SONET technologies providing up to 40Gbps and 100Gbps (future)
and sub-50ms failover.

Wholesale Internet
Internet Transit Service with redundant routers interconnected to multiple Tier 1 providers,
utilizing diverse IP network paths. MICE (Midwest Internet Cooperative Exchange) peering provides
improved performance.

Joint Contact Negotiations
By bundling member volume, our members minimize costs while gaining access to services
normally not available to small companies. SS7 services, shared training, and preferred vendors are
available to CNS members.

